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STORY OF THE OWNER OF LIFE BOAT (MAQUETTE), A SCULPTURE CREATED BY 
NERINE MARTINI 

I am a friend of Nerine Martini, the artist who created Life Boat. I am a Buddhist and one of a 

million Vietnamese refugees who risked their lives at sea in search for freedom. 

Before my successful escape, I had had ten years living under the Communist regime (1975-

1985). More than half of that time, I was arrested and tortured in a number of jails and re-

education camps; the rest of that time was spent in hiding, or repeating attempts of escape by 

boat. In those ten harsh years, despite torments during investigations, despite ruthless toil in 

re-education camps in Con Dao island (Poulo Condore), Cam Ranh, Tran Phu, A.40, A30 …. 

Despite wavering between life and death, I had never given up my intention of escaping 

Vietnam. 

The boat was a lingering obsession. 

In May 1985, I and 38 other men, women and children, boarded a thin boat, not even 10 

meters long, with primitive motors and a scant supply of food, we departed from Ca Mau, 

heading for Thailand. Leaving behind firing bullets from Vietnamese sea border police, we 

faced to storms, hunger, thirst and finally Thai pirates. We were all stripped and badly beaten. 

Women and young girls were raped. The boat was methodically chipped searching for gold 

and diamonds. 

Have you ever seen Thai pirates? Try this: a group of big muscular men, brown skin, long 

wavy hair, their bodies full of scars and tattoos. They wear only underwear, sort of female 

strings of pink, or green. They wear gold chains on their necks. They carry axes or daggers; 

they move quickly and in harmony with other mates, from the torture they inflict to the rapes. 

But the most horrible thing is their eyes; which I cannot forget even now 20 years later. 

When we arrived in Terengganu (Malysia), we 38 people were no longer felt human. We 

crawled onto the sand with no clothes. Some young girls still bled between their skinny legs; 

their blood mixed with ocean water, and boat oil running down on their purple legs. 

The boat had finished its fate, starting to sink over waves of water; the sunlight flared on 

Terengganu sand. 



Just like millions of Vietnamese refugees around the globe, I am still hit by nightmares after 

20 years of settlement in Sydney. The nightmares perist, I sweat with them in the fear and  

frustration of being trapped, waiting for investigation, being in jails… Everything remains, 

regardless of day light or night time. Miraculously, the boat is never in my nightmares. 

I was introduced to Nerine Martini in 2007. Last winter, I went with a few art friends to visit 

Nerine’s home in Blue Mountain in the intention to help her load the Life Boat from the truck 

onto her yard. Life Boat is a real boat skeleton of around 5 meters long, transferred from 

Melbourne to Sydney after an exhibition. It was the first time I saw Life Boat. 

When the huge truck entered Nerine’s front yard, I was totally overwhelmed by the boat; I was 

nailed onto the ground by the cold of Sydney’s mid winter and the grey sky of the Blue 

Mountain. Tears ran down my cheeks as I heard  ocean waves – angry and loud. I heard the 

sobbing of an eight year old girl after her rape; I heard the cries from an old man whose gold 

teeth were pulled out by Thai pirates; I saw myself naked sitting in front of the deck, the rain 

beating my tattered body and I yelling out “Kwan Yin, Mother of Mercy, please save us”. 

Twenty years ago, I shouted this out with all my strength. 

Eight arms attached to Life Boat are manifestation of eight arms of the Kwan Yin statue from 

the ancient But Thap pagoda in Hanoi that Nerine once saw during her research in Vietnam. 

Since then eight arms always wave to her soul. 

I suggested that Nerine change the title of “Thuyen cuu roi” (Boat to rescue) into “thuyen cuu 

do” (boat to rescue), because Buddhist mantras uses the word “cuu do”, and not “cuu roi” 

which is a term used by Christians. 

I am writing these words in front of Life Boat that I purchased from that day. 

Every night, when my wife and children are sleep, I often sit and look at the boat. The light 

above shines on the boat, and leaves a shadow like a carcass of the boat, another boat –  a 

fish skeleton – lying somewhere on the ocean bed …. And Kwan Yin’s arms forever dancing 

to everyone like ocean waves. 
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